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We present a signal-from-bakground separation study based on neural networks tehnique applied to a
W/quartz ber alorimeter. Performane results in terms of signal eieny and improvement of the
signal-to-bakground ratio are presented. We onlude that by using neural networks we an eiently
separate signal from bakground and ahieve a signal enhanement over the bakground of the order of
several thousands at high eieny.
1 Introduction
Neural networks are widely used in sienti and ommerial appliations due to their generally
better performane ompared to traditional statistial approahes and their relatively simple
operation priniple. In high energy physis domain they are ommonly used in various pattern
reognition problems e.g. for quark and gluon jet identiation [1, 2, 3℄ or in top quark [4℄ and
Higgs boson searhes [5, 6℄, trak nding [7, 8, 9℄, triggering [10℄-[15℄, data mining, and general
lassiation tasks. (Introdution to neural networks and review of their appliations an be found
in [16℄-[19℄.)
In this paper we present a signal-from-bakground separation study based on neural networks
tehnique applied to a W/quartz ber alorimeter. The performane in terms of signal eieny
and improvement of the signal-to-bakground ratio, and for various alorimeter depths, read-out
frequenies and total number of hannels is presented.
The paper is organized as follows: in setion 2 we give a general introdution on neural networks
and related topis. The detetor and its physis objetives are desribed in setion 3. Setion 4
ontains the analysis steps and the results. We summarize and onlude in setion 5.
2 Neural networks
2.1 General
A neural network (NN) is a simplied mathematial struture inspired from the real biologial
neural networks and their way of learning from experiene, aquiring knowledge and solving
problems. Their basi units are the neurons, whih are interonneted through synapses and
exhange signals. In general, a neuron produes an output signal whih is depending on the
signals it reeives from the other neurons. Of great importane is the fat that the output signal
is non-linearly dependent to the input, whereas the input signal is approximately the linear sum
(the oeients are determined by the synapti strengths) of all the signals that are reeived by
the neuron simultaneously. The human brain onsists of O(1012) neurons, where eah neuron is
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onneted to a number, from O(1) to O(105), of other neurons. The whole struture is of immense
omplexity and plastiity and thus ability.
An NN has the basi onepts of a real biologial neural network (neuron, onnetion strength,
input linearity, output non-linearity) but in a muh more onservative level of omplexity. The
neuron is a mathematial entity whih has a real value depending on the onnetion strengths
(weights) and the values of the other neurons with whih it is onneted. The non-linear funtion
that relates the output from the neuron with the weights and the inputs to the neuron is usually
alled ativation funtion and has a simple sigmoid shape bound to values in the interval [0,1℄ or
[-1,1℄.
A neural network an be strutured or self-organized. In a ommon strutured topology the neurons
are organized in layers. The input layer, from where the NN is fed with the input variables of
the problem to be solved, followed by a number of layers, the so-alled hidden layers, and nally
the output layer. In the ase where the information ow is in one diretion only, from the input
layer towards the output layer, we speak about feed-forward neural networks. For bidiretional
onnetions we have feed-bak NNs. When the output layer is fed bak into the input layer then
we have reurrent networks.
An NN is trained by a set of examples whih are representative of the problem. During training
the weights, whih are the state variables of the network and determine its behavior, are adapted
to the presented examples. In suh a way the NN aquires knowledge of the rule whih produed
the examples and then it an generalize. Generalization means that the network an be used
on real events and perform the task that was trained for. Its generalization ability is tested
usually with a set of test events that we know their properties, with this proedure we validate
the network's performane and afterwards it is ready to be used on real events.
The training proedure an be supervised or unsupervised. Supervised training is aomplished by
presenting input-output pairs to the NN. The NN alulates its output, aording to its weights,
whih is ompared to the given desirable output. The weights are updated in suh a way that
the NN produes output as lose as possible to the desirable one. In unsupervised training the
network reeives only a set of input examples without any output labeling. In this ase the task
is to detet some, yet unknown, struture that the real events may have.
In the following we onentrate on one of the most ommonly used feed-forward neural networks,
the multilayer pereptron. It is usually being trained with the bak-propagation algorithm to
perform event lassiation tasks. We desribe its arhiteture and present the mathematial
bakground of the training algorithm. First we disuss in brief the problem of pattern reognition.
2.2 Pattern recognition
Pattern reognition for event lassiation is a ommon problem enountered in high energy
physis (e.g. partile identiation by its shower dimension and shape, eletron/hadron disrimi-
nation, trigger signal generation, quark and gluon jet lassiation et.). In all ases, the problem
onsists in dening a proedure that should be followed in online or oine analysis, and will be
able to reognize events and ategorize them based on their features. A feature or pattern, is
the set of properties that a lass of events is haraterized of, and with whih this lass an be
possibly disriminated by the other ones. The diulty is to reveal harateristi patterns from
the measured quantities. Therefore the whole proedure is to nd and properly use quantities or
ombination of them, that will allow orret event lassiation. In an approah without NNs,
one usually tries to perform lassiation by imposing a set of one-dimensional uts on various
seleted measured variables, that may haraterize the events of interest. Suh uts are usually
determined by examining single variable probability distributions for the events of interest and for
the others (see e.g. [20℄). When the omplexity of the problem is inreasing, better results an be
obtained by employing methods that ould simultaneously exploit orrelations among variables.
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Figure 1: a multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer.
In this ase a proedure with high degree of parallelism is required. The neural networks are built
by onept with this kind of parallelism (neurons), and therefore they are usually used on pattern
reognition tasks with outstanding performane.
2.3 Multilayer perceptron
One of the most widely used NNs for pattern reognition tasks is the multilayer pereptron. It
is a feed-forward network with its neurons arranged in input, hidden and output layers (g. 1).
Every neuron is onneted to all neurons of the preeding layer and of the next one, whereas there
is no onnetion between neurons belonging to the same layer. Every neuron reeives inputs from
all neurons of the preeding layer, and sends its output to all ones in the next layer. All neurons
obey to this onnetivity sheme. Every onnetion is assoiated to a weight parameter that will
be optimized during the training phase. The neuron's output is given by the ativation funtion
f(x), a sigmoid funtion like eq. 3, that has values bound to the interval [−1, 1], or like eq. 4, with
values bound to the interval [0, 1]. The parameter T , usually alled temperature of the network,
determines how steep the sigmoid funtion is, the lower T the steeper sigmoid. In general the
nal performane does not depend on T , a value equals to 1 is the usual hoie. The input layer
onsists of a number of neurons whih is equal to the Ninput input variables that will be used for
the event lassiation.
Presenting these in mathematial form, we dene Iki to be the input to the ith neuron in the kth
layer, whih onsists of Nk (∗) neurons, Oki to be the output of the ith neuron in the kth layer
and wk−1ji to be the weight of the onnetion between the jth neuron in the (k − 1)th layer and
the ith neuron in the kth layer. Then :
Iki =
Nk−1∑
j=1
wk−1ji O
k−1
j , k > 1 (1)
Oki = f(I
k
i + w
k
i0) , k > 1 (2)
∗in this notation k serves as an index and not as an exponent value
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where f(x) ≡ sigmoid function, e.g.
f(x) = tanh(x/T ) (3)
or
f(x) =
1
1 + e−x/T
, (4)
and wki0 is a so-alled bias or threshold of the neuron. During the training phase it is simply
onsidered as a weight and it is optimized in a same way.
For k = 1 (input layer) it is :
O1i ≡ I1i = input variables , i = 1, ..., Ninput (5)
The output layer may onsist of one neuron and in this ase the network is suitable for two
lasses separation problem. In general there may be Noutput neurons when the events should
be ategorized in 2Noutput lasses. In this ase the kth bit in a binary representation of the lass
number is determined by the value of the kth output neuron. Alternatively, the individual Noutput
neurons ould be assoiated with partiular lasses among of Noutput possible hoies.
Conerning the number of hidden layers, a general rule is that no more than two hidden layers
should be needed [16℄. Experiene shows that whether a multilayer pereptron with two hidden
layers performs satisfatorily or not, then by adding to it more hidden layers its performane is
not improved. In most ases only one hidden layer is suient. In fat for problems of funtion
approximation, it has been shown [21, 22, 23℄ that a linear ombination of sigmoids an approxi-
mate any ontinuous funtion of one variable or more. Obviously (eq. 1, 2) this an be ahieved
with a network with one hidden layer.
Conerning the number of hidden neurons that a NN should have, there is no general rule that
ould suggest whih number is optimal. In general the number of hidden neurons should be large
enough to ensure a high degree of lassiation, and small enough to ensure a high degree of
generalization. If there are too many hidden neurons, the network tends to learn to reognize
only the set of examples that were used for its training. Therefore its generalization ability is poor
and it does not perform well on a test sample or/and on real events. If the number of neurons
is too small, the network performs bad sine during the training phase it is unable to learn to
lassify.
In the following we desribe the bak-propagation algorithm whih is usually used for training a
multilayer pereptron.
2.4 Back-propagation algorithm
The bak-propagation algorithm is a supervised training method often used with various modi-
ations for training feed-forward networks. A set of examples is presented to the network whih
determines its output aording to its state variables, the weights. The output is ompared to the
desired target output that eah example is labeled with. By the dierene between the network's
output and the target one, a so-alled error or ost funtion is determined. It is atually a funtion
of the weights, and the algorithm should update and modify these free parameters in suh way
that the error funtion is minimized, or in other words the network's output is as lose as possible
to the target output. The minimization is done with a gradient desent method with respet to
the weights.
We desribe the algorithm following the notation given in the previous subsetion. We onsider
a multilayer pereptron that is omposed of H + 2 layers (an input layer, H hidden ones and
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an output layer). There are Nweights parameters (onnetion weights and thresholds are simply
alled weights) that should be optimized, where
Nweights =
H+2∑
k=2
(Nk +NkNk−1) (6)
The error funtion is dened as
E(t) =
1
2
Nexamples∑
n=1
(O(n; t)− T (n))2 (7)
where O(n; t) is the output of the network orresponding to the nth example after the minimization
proess has been iterated t times, and T (n) is the target output assoiated with the example. For
simpliity we onsider the ase of event lassiation between two lasses (signal assoiated with
target output T = 1 and bakground with T = 0), and so the output layer has only one neuron
(denoted as OH+2 or simply O).
The weights are modied after eah iteration aording to
wkji(t+ 1) = w
k
ji(t) + ∆w
k
ji(t+ 1) , k = 1, ...,H + 1 (8)
with
∆wkji(t+ 1) = −η
∂E(t)
∂wkji(t)
+ α∆wkji(t) , k = 1, ...,H + 1 (9)
where the parameter η (learning fator) determines the step of hange, and thus the training rate,
and α (momentum oeient) is a smoothing parameter that helps the method to avoid getting
stuk around the loal minima of the error funtion.
The partial derivative of the error funtion is given by the reurrent relations (event and iteration
indies are not shown for onveniene)
∂E
∂wkji
= Dk+1i ·
∂f(x)
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=Ik+1i +w
k+1
i0
· Okj , k = 1, ...,H + 1 (10)
with
Dk+1i =
Nk+2∑
l=1
Dk+2l ·
∂f(x)
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=Ik+2
l
+wk+2
l0
· wk+1il , k = 1, ...,H (11)
and
DH+2 = OH+2 − T (12)
As an be seen in equations 10 and 11, the update information ows bak from the last layer to
the previous one (bak-propagated). The weights of the neural network an be updated either
after eah example presentation (online training), or after the whole set of examples has been
proessed (bath training).
In general, we antiipate to reah a state in whih the update dierenes ∆wkji are zero or lose
enough to it. After the training phase, we validate the quality of lassiation task that the
network ahieved with a test sample of events (generalization ability). The neural network is now
ready to lassify real events, that has never seen before, with known lassiation eieny.
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The main disadvantage of the algorithm presented above, often alled as the standard bak-
propagation method, is that it onverges very slowly to the minimum of the error funtion. Besides
this onvergene time grows very fast with the omplexity of the problem and the size of the
network. There are a ouple of deades of dierent methods, that are based on the ore features
of the standard one, whih ahieve to speed up the overall performane signiantly, at least
in most ases, by e.g. dening a dierent error funtion, hanging the learning fator or the
network's temperature with iteration, using seond order derivatives or adding extra terms, or
even by allowing the network to generate or destroy neurons (self-generation) in order to reah
better performane. For a rigorous desription and referenes on several methods onsult [16℄.
For any training method, onerning the number of example events (Nexamples) that one should
use on training, a general rule is that it should be one or two orders of magnitude larger than the
number of weights (Nweights) whih are omposing the neural network. This is imposed by the
fat that the generalization ability depends mainly on the ratio Nweights/Nexamples. Atually, for
a multilayer pereptron with one hidden layer it has been shown that the generalization error is
of O(Nweights/Nexamples) [24℄.
Of speial are is the question on when the training phase should be stopped. The answer to
this is, whenever there is indiation of network over-training. This is the ase where the network
starts learning to reognize only the set of training examples, and as a onsequene, losing its
generalization ability. This an be avoided by performing training and testing in parallel and
inspet the evolution of the error funtion for both samples with respet to the iteration of the
training algorithm. When the value of the error funtion on the testing examples starts to inrease,
while on the training ones it ontinues dereasing, there is danger of over-training if we ontinue
the training proedure. There is no rule that assoiates maximum number of iterations with
over-training or with best training. Generally, this depends on the omplexity of the lassiation
problem, the omplexity of the neural network, the training method and its learning fator. If a
network does not show satisfatory performane before over-training ours, then it means that
the approah to that lassiation problem with neural network tehnique unfortunately fails.
We lose this introdution to neural networks by adding another, somehow abstrat but at the
same time hopefully more lear, desription of the neural networks approah to pattern reognition
problems. The whole proedure an be onsidered as a tting problem of Nexamples points on an
Ninput×Noutput -dimensional plane with a urve (neural network) of Nweights free parameters.
The best tting urve (trained neural network), is simply represented by a funtion parameter-
ized by the weights (free parameters that were optimized) that reeives Ninput arguments (the
network's input variables) and returns a value (results in the output layer) whih approximates
the orresponding point's position (lassiation).
3 The CASTOR calorimeter
3.1 Motivation
Cosmi rays experiments have deteted events with unusual properties, the so-alled Centauro
events [25℄-[30℄, whih exhibit small partile multipliity ompared to normal hadroni events,
omplete absene or strong suppression of the eletromagneti omponent (Nhadrons/Nγ ≫ 1,
Ehadrons/Eγ ≫ 1) and very high < pt >. Furthermore, a number of hadron-rih events are
aompanied by a strongly penetrating omponent observed in the form of halo [26℄, strongly
penetrating lusters [27℄ or long-living asades, whose transition urves exhibit a harateristi
form with many maxima and slow attenuation (e.g. g. 3) [30, 31℄. These events an not be
explained in terms of statistial deviation from onventional hadroni physis [32, 33, 34℄.
Aording to a phenomenologial model [35, 36, 37℄, the Centauros are onsidered to be the
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produts of hadronization of a deonned quark-matter reball formed in nuleus-nuleus olli-
sions in the upper atmosphere. The long penetrating objets usually aompanying them are
assumed to be long-lived strangelets, that may have been formed beause of a mehanism of
strangeness separation [39, 38℄ of the reball's strange quark ontent and are emitted during
reball's hadronization. In a similar way, this kind of events and partiles may be produed in
Pb+Pb ollisions at the LHC (
√
S = 5.5 TeV/nuleon) from the hadronization of a Quark Gluon
Plasma state formed in the beam fragmentation region.
3.2 Detector description
The CASTOR detetor [40, 41℄ is a Cherenkov eet based sampling alorimeter with a tungsten
absorber and quartz bers as ative material. The signal is the Cherenkov light produed by
the shower harged partiles traversing the bers. The alorimeter is azimuthally divided in 8
otants and longitudinally segmented in layers. Eah absorber layer is followed by a number of
quartz-ber planes, altogether onsisting a W-ber layer. The W-ber layers have 45
◦
inlination
with respet to the beam axis to ahieve maximum light prodution. The alorimeter onsists of
several hannels per otant. One hannel onsists of a number of onseutive W-ber layers, the
signal of whih is olleted and transmitted to its orresponding photomultiplier through an air-
ore lightguide (g. 2). The alorimeter is proposed as a very forward detetor of the ALICE [42℄
or CMS [43℄ experiments at the LHC overing the pseudorapidity range 5.46 ≤ η ≤ 7.14. Its main
objetive is to searh in the baryon rih, very forward rapidity region of entral Pb+Pb ollisions
for unusual events and long penetrating objets, assumed to be strangelets, by measuring the
hadroni and eletromagneti energies and the hadroni shower's longitudinal prole on an event-
by-event mode.
Detailed simulation studies of the performane of the CASTOR alorimeter have been done [44,
45℄. The alorimeter shows linear response to eletrons and hadrons, satisfatory energy resolution
and very narrow visible transverse size of eletromagneti and hadroni showers, a property that
derives from the detetor's operation priniple, based on the Cherenkov eet, whih makes suh
alorimeters sensitive essentially only to the shower ore [46, 47℄. Conerning the lightguides,
their shape, dimensions and inner walls have been studied [48℄ and are optimized for better light
transmission eieny.
In this point we wish to refer the ALICE-PMD (Photon Multipliity Detetor) [49℄, whih overs
the pseudorapidity region 1.8 ≤ η ≤ 2.6 and is dediated to the measurement of photon and
harged partile multipliities. It is designed for Centauro events related researh but from a
dierent viewpoint. Its objetive is to detet possible large non-statistial utuations on an event-
by-event basis whih is the primary signature of the formation of Disoriented Chiral Condensate
(e.g. [50℄). Also, onerning strangelets researh in the entral rapidity region overed by the
ALICE barrel detetor, a similar searh as has been performed on reent xed target heavy-
ion experiments (NA52 [51, 52℄ at CERN-SPS and E864 [53, 54, 55℄ at BNL-AGS), aiming on
detetion of partiles with low harge-to-mass ratio, is forseen [56, 42℄ using the entral traking
system. (For a rigorous review on strange quark matter searhes onsult [57℄).
3.3 “Long penetrating objects”
The hypothesis that the long penetrating objets may be strangelets is supported by simula-
tions [58℄ whih show that the passage of a strangelet through matter produes shower whih is
slowly attenuated, long penetrating and has a longitudinal prole with many maxima struture,
as observed in osmi rays experiments [30, 31℄. The passage of strangelets through the CASTOR
alorimeter has been also simulated [59℄ and the analysis of the results has shown that the signal
an be easily distinguished from the hadroni bakground for strangelets with energy greater than
20 TeV. Nevertheless, strangelets with a suh high energy are expeted to be boosted in high ra-
pidity (and thus pseudorapidity) and as a onsequene it is very likely that they pass outside the
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Figure 2: schematic view of the CASTOR calorimeter, some of its air-core lightguides are shown.
detetor's overage. In addition, for the identiation of lower energy strangelets, a alorimeter
with very high read-out frequeny is required, whih is not feasible. In this study we present a
sophistiated method based on neural networks tehnique for the separation of the low energy
strangelets signal from the hadroni bakground.
4 Signal-from-background separation analysis
The forward region (5.46 ≤ η ≤ 7.14) overed by the CASTOR alorimeter reeives 200± 11 TeV
per entral Pb+Pb ollision at
√
S = 5.5 TeV/nuleon, arried by about 2000 partiles (event
generated by HIJING [60℄). This amount of energy is assoiated with the onventional hadroni
events, treated as bakground for CASTOR's researh interests. We make the basi assumption
that in ase that a strangelet is produed in a Pb+Pb ollision, the energy not arried by it is
going into onventional partile prodution as desribed by the event generator. In other words,
although the detetor may reeive the same amount of energy, in the rst ase the event should
be onsidered as not interesting (bakground), whereas in the seond one, as signal. The only
disriminating feature between them is the fat that the strangelet's passage through the detetor
gives a shower with many maxima and negligible attenuation.
We study the ase of a 5 TeV strangelet, an amount of energy whih orresponds to 2.5% of the
total energy per event that is reeived by the alorimeter, a fat that makes the separation task
not trivial beause of mainly two reasons. First, the harateristi pattern of the longitudinal
development of the shower is weak and an be easily masked and suppressed by utuations of
the showers of the other hadrons. Seond, due to the fat that the alorimeter is divided in a
reasonable (low) number of hannels, and thus the harateristi many-maxima signal is likely
to be distributed to onseutive hannels and undersampled. The situation would be even worse
with a detetor whih was not azimuthally divided. The 8 otants of the CASTOR detetor are
operating as stand-alone alorimeters sine the visible shower transverse size is very narrow [44,
45℄.
We should also mention the fat that we must be able to ope with an expeted signal-to-
bakground ratio (in the raw data reorded) of the order of 1/10000. As it is shown in the
followings, by using neural networks we an surpass these diulties and ahieve very eient
separation of signal from bakground.
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Figure 3: longitudinal profile of “long penetrating objects” observed in multilayer lead-emulsion
chambers (top two plots from [31], bottom one from [30]).
4.1 Analysis steps description
Sine the alorimeter is omposed of 8 otants whih are operating and read-out as individual
detetors, the task of event lassiation onsists in disentangling an otant whih ontains the
signals of a strangelet and the aompanying partiles (signal event) from an otant whih ontains
only onventional signal (bakground event). The neural network is fed with input variables
that are the responses of the hannels of the otant and should provide a disriminating value
(NNoutput) whih is lose to 1 for signal events and 0 for bakground ones. A typial distribution
of signal and bakground events as a funtion of NNoutput is shown in g. 4. By applying a
suitable ut (NNoutputcut) we an selet a subset whih ontains suiently high number of
signal events and low number of ontaminating bakground. We dene the followings:
signal eieny, ǫs, whih represents the probability of lassiation of a real signal event as
signal,
signal eieny: ǫs =
NsignalNN
Nsignal
(13)
where NsignalNN is the number of events that have been seleted out of Nsignal signal events due
to the fat that they produe a NNoutput whih satises the ondition to be greater than the
imposed ut value NNoutputcut,
ontamination, ǫb, whih represents the probability of mislassiation of a bakground event as
signal,
ontamination: ǫb =
NsignallikeNN
Nbackground
(14)
where NsignallikeNN is the number of events that, although they belong to the set of the Nbackground
bakground events, they produe a NNoutput value whih is greater than NNoutputcut and thus
they are mislassied as signal events,
signal enhanement,
ǫs
ǫb
, whih represents the fator of improvement of the signal-to-bakground
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Figure 4: typical signal and background distribution as a function of NNoutput. The hatched
area contains the NsignalNN signal events that are above the selection cut NNoutputcut. The
colored area contains the contaminating NsignallikeNN background events.
ratio,
signal enhanement =
ǫs
ǫb
(15)
The parameters ǫs, ǫb,
ǫs
ǫb
are determined at the training and testing phase of the network and
quantify its performane. Then by applying the trained network on e.g. a set of raw data that
was taken during experiment run and is assumed to have a signal-to-bakground ratio S/B =
Nsignal
Nbackground
, we an result in a subset of data to be further analyzed with a signal-to-bakground
ratio (S/B)NN enhaned by a fator of
ǫs
ǫb
,
(S/B)NN =
NsignalNN
NsignallikeNN
=
ǫs
ǫb
· Nsignal
Nbackground
=
ǫs
ǫb
· S/B (16)
For the onstrution of the neural networks, their training and testing we used the environment
provided by the MLPt pakage [61℄, a tool with great funtionality in development of multilayer
pereptrons. Other pakages usually used are Jetnet [63℄, SNNS [64℄, NNO [65℄. A set of 10000
signal events and 10000 bakground ones, whih represents the alorimeter's otant simulated
response to the interesting and non-interesting events as desribed above, is used for training
the networks. A seond independent set omposed by 10000+10000 events is used in the testing
phase. Several network arhitetures have been used with one hidden layer sine by adding a
seond layer the performane is not improved. Several training algorithms have been initially
used, and as expeted without ausing any signiant hange in the nal network performane.
We hose to work with the BFGS algorithm (Broyden-Flether-Godfarb-Shanno) sine it is fast,
very eient and reliable [61, 62℄.
The general speiations of the alorimeter we used in this study are tabulated in table 1. In
order to investigate how the total alorimeter depth and the total number of hannels inuene
the signal detetion eieny, we studied 9 dierent ongurations tabulated in table 2. They
an be ategorized in three ases, aording to total alorimeter depth or aording to depth per
hannel. In the following subsetions we use the seond ategorization sheme. The results are
presented in terms of signal enhanement (
ǫs
ǫb
) and signal lassiation eieny (ǫs).
4.2 Calorimeter of 1.05 λI per channel
We rst onsider the ase where eah hannel onsists of 15 onseutive W-ber layers, whih
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Table 1: calorimeter specifications.
absorber: W (λI=10.0 cm, X0=0.365 cm, density=18.5 gr/cm
3)
maximum 170 layers, 0.5 cm thick each (= 0.071 λI after 45
◦ inclination)
fiber: quartz core (diameter 600 µm), hard plastic cladding (diameter 630 µm)
numerical aperture = 0.37
3 fiber planes per absorber layer (≡ 1 W-fiber layer)
filling ratio: fiber volume
absorber volume
: 26.5%
channels: configurations with 7, 10, 15 consecutive W-fiber layers per channel
Table 2: calorimeter configurations.
λI ’s(layers) # of channels(layers) per octant
per channel for calorimeter depth
∼ 9.3λI ’s ∼ 10.5λI ’s ∼ 11.7λI ’s
0.49 ( 7) 19 (133) 21 (147) 24 (168)
0.70 (10) 13 (130) 15 (150) 17 (170)
1.05 (15) 9 (135) 10 (150) 11 (165)
orrespond to 1.05 λI per hannel (= 28.8 X0/hannel). We studied alorimeters that are om-
posed of 9, 10 and 11 hannels per otant (total depth is 9.45, 10.50, 11.55 λI 's, respetively).
Neural networks with various numbers of hidden neurons have been used. Their performanes in
terms of signal enhanement (
ǫs
ǫb
) as a funtion of signal lassiation eieny (ǫs) are depited
in gures 5, 6 and 7. Although the performane varies among dierent ongurations, for all
ases a signal enhanement higher than 1000 an be ahieved at satisfatorily high eieny. The
results from eah neural network onguration are presented analytially in table 3 at page 18
and disussed in subsetion 4.5.
4.3 Calorimeter of 0.70 λI per channel
In this ase eah hannel onsists of 10 onseutive W-ber layers, whih orrespond to depth of
0.70 λI per hannel (= 19.2 X0/hannel). The alorimeters that have been studied are omposed
of 13, 15 and 17 hannels per otant (total depth is 9.10, 10.50, 11.90 λI 's, respetively). The
same proedure as in the previous ase has been followed, neural networks with various numbers
of hidden neurons have been studied. Their performane is shown in gures 8, 9 and 10. We
an still ahieve high signal enhanement and eieny. Although the hannel depth of this
ase is redued by 28.6% ompared to the previous one, we observe that the performane is
not signiantly improved. The results from eah neural network onguration are presented
analytially in table 3 at page 18 and disussed in subsetion 4.5.
4.4 Calorimeter of 0.49 λI per channel
We studied also the ase where eah hannel onsists of 7 onseutive W-ber layers, orresponding
to depth of 0.49 λI per hannel (= 13.4 X0/hannel). Calorimeters of total depth 9.31, 10.29 and
11.76 λI 's have been studied (omposed of 19, 21 and 24 hannels per otant, respetively). A
signiantly improved performane should be reahed to justify the high ost, due to large number
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Figure 5: signal enhancement ( ǫsǫb ) as a function of signal efficiency (ǫs) for a calorimeter with
9 channels/octant and total depth of 9.45 λI ’s.
Figure 6: signal enhancement ( ǫsǫb ) as a function of signal efficiency (ǫs) for a calorimeter with
10 channels/octant and total depth of 10.50 λI ’s.
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Figure 7: signal enhancement ( ǫsǫb ) as a function of signal efficiency (ǫs) for a calorimeter with
11 channels/octant and total depth of 11.55 λI ’s.
Figure 8: signal enhancement ( ǫsǫb ) as a function of signal efficiency (ǫs) for a calorimeter with
13 channels/octant and total depth of 9.10 λI ’s.
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Figure 9: signal enhancement ( ǫsǫb ) as a function of signal efficiency (ǫs) for a calorimeter with
15 channels/octant and total depth of 10.50 λI ’s.
Figure 10: signal enhancement ( ǫsǫb ) as a function of signal efficiency (ǫs) for a calorimeter with
17 channels/octant and total depth of 11.90 λI ’s.
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Figure 11: signal enhancement ( ǫsǫb ) as a function of signal efficiency (ǫs) for a calorimeter with
19 channels/octant and total depth of 9.31 λI ’s.
of hannels. We followed the same proedure as in the previous ases. The performane of the
neural networks that have been used is depited in gures 11, 12 and 13. The signal enhanement
ǫs
ǫb
at xed eieny ǫs = 0.96 and the eieny ǫs at xed
ǫs
ǫb
= 1000 are presented for eah NN
arhiteture in table 3 at page 18. In general, although the performane in terms of ahievable
signal enhanement and eieny is very satisfatory, it is not onsiderably better ompared to
that of 1.05 or 0.70 λI/hannel ases.
In the following we disuss the results of the various alorimeter ongurations and neural network
arhitetures that have been studied.
4.5 Results recapitulation
The signal enhanement
ǫs
ǫb
at ǫs = 0.96 and the signal lassiation eieny ǫs at
ǫs
ǫb
= 1000
are presented for eah neural network arhiteture and alorimeter onguration in table 3. As
proposed in [66, 19℄ we average the performane of the dierent neural networks whih orre-
spond to the same alorimeter onguration. The results are tabulated in table 4 and plotted
in gures 14 and 15 (points are grouped aording to depth per hannel and total alorimeter
depth, respetively). We observe that the signal enhanement is inreasing by inreasing alorime-
ter depth and/or dereasing depth per hannel. The signal eieny stays basially unhanged,
thus the use of a deep alorimeter with frequent read-out results in more eient bakground
disrimination (so lower ontamination).
Generally, in all alorimeter ongurations that have been studied, the signal-bakground lassi-
ation task as performed by neural networks an provide a signal-over-bakground enhanement
fator,
ǫs
ǫb
, larger than 2000(1000) at high signal lassiation eieny, ǫs, of a value of 0.96(0.97).
This performane is onsidered very satisfatory and an be ahieved even with a moderately
short alorimeter (9.45 λI 's deep) with a onservative number of hannels (9 hannels per otant,
1.05 λI/hannel). In the ase of very frequent read-out (0.49 λI/hannel), the performane in
terms of ahievable signal enhanement and eieny is improved. But still is not onsiderably
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Figure 12: signal enhancement ( ǫsǫb ) as a function of signal efficiency (ǫs) for a calorimeter with
21 channels/octant and total depth of 10.29 λI ’s.
Figure 13: signal enhancement ( ǫsǫb ) as a function of signal efficiency (ǫs) for a calorimeter with
24 channels/octant and total depth of 11.76 λI ’s.
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better, ompared to the ases of 1.05 or 0.70 λI/hannel read-out, to justify the higher ost of the
large total number of alorimeter hannels. If we had to hoose a onguration out of the 9 ones
that have been studied, we would suggest either the ase of a alorimeter of 11.55 λI 's deep with
11 hannels per otant (1.05 λI/hannel) or one with depth of 10.50 λI 's with 15 hannels per
otant (0.70 λI/hannel), sine they both ombine adequate number of hannels and total depth
with high performane and ost eieny.
5 Summary and conclusions
We presented a signal-from-bakground separation study based on neural networks tehnique.
We used a multilayer pereptron with one hidden layer that was fed with input variables that
were the hannel responses of eah otant of the CASTOR alorimeter. The network was trained
to distinguish between an otant, whih ontained the harateristi pattern of the longitudi-
nal development of the shower of a long-penetrating objet (strangelet), and an otant, whih
ontained only signals from onventional partile showers.
We onentrated on the ase of a strangelet with energy of 5 TeV, an amount whih orresponds to
2.5% of the total energy per event that is expeted to be reeived by the alorimeter. We studied
alorimeter ongurations with various total depths and depths per hannel. The results show
that we an very eiently separate the signal from the bakground and ompensate the initial
signal-to-bakground ratio whih is expeted to be of the order of 1/10000. The neural networks
based lassiation task an provide a signal-over-bakground enhanement fator larger than
2000(1000), at signal lassiation eieny as high as 0.96(0.97), and thus resulting to a seleted
subset of events to be further analyzed with a signiantly improved signal-to-bakground ratio
of the order of 0.1 or higher. We stress the fat that this performane is ahieved without any
preproessing or preseletion proedure, thus an even higher signal-to-bakground ratio might be
aomplished.
Conerning the optimum alorimeter onguration in terms of total depth and read-out frequeny,
we onlude that a total depth between 11.55 and 10.50 λI 's and with 1.05-0.70 λI/hannel (10
to 15 hannels per otant) is suient to ensure high lassiation performane. The fat that
suh good performane orresponds to a 5 TeV strangelet leads in onluding that similar or
even better performane an be ahieved for strangelets of higher energy sine their signal will be
stronger and more pronouned.
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Table 3: signal enhancement ǫsǫb at ǫs = 0.96 and signal efficiency ǫs at
ǫs
ǫb
= 1000 for the studied
configurations and neural network architectures.
calorimeter inputs hidden ǫsǫb at ǫs = 0.96 ǫs at
ǫs
ǫb
= 1000
read-out (≡ channels) neurons
1.05 λI/channel 9 3 1921 0.966
6 3842 0.971
9 2800 0.969
12 3119 0.970
10 6 1281 0.966
9 2572 0.971
12 3197 0.971
15 2799 0.967
11 3 6435 0.975
6 7190 0.973
9 6720 0.973
12 6410 0.973
15 6404 0.973
0.70 λI/channel 13 9 3198 0.971
12 2404 0.972
15 3199 0.974
15 12 6399 0.972
15 4796 0.970
18 6401 0.975
17 12 3996 0.970
15 3464 0.970
18 4809 0.972
0.49 λI/channel 19 6 5574 0.974
9 3832 0.970
12 4570 0.972
15 4809 0.976
21 6 6418 0.978
9 8019 0.979
12 8004 0.976
15 6424 0.979
24 6 3206 0.973
9 9615 0.975
12 5113 0.970
15 3995 0.972
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Table 4: average signal enhancement ( ǫsǫb at ǫs = 0.96) and average signal efficiency (ǫs at
ǫs
ǫb
=
1000) for the studied calorimeter configurations.
channels λI/channel depth (λI)
ǫs
ǫb
at ǫs = 0.96 ǫs at
ǫs
ǫb
= 1000
9 1.05 9.45 2921 ± 796 0.969 ± 0.002
10 1.05 10.50 2462 ± 829 0.969 ± 0.003
11 1.05 11.55 6632 ± 339 0.973 ± 0.001
13 0.70 9.10 2934 ± 459 0.972 ± 0.002
15 0.70 10.50 5865 ± 926 0.972 ± 0.003
17 0.70 11.90 4090 ± 677 0.971 ± 0.001
19 0.49 9.31 4696 ± 718 0.973 ± 0.003
21 0.49 10.29 7216 ± 918 0.978 ± 0.001
24 0.49 11.76 5482 ± 2864 0.973 ± 0.002
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Figure 14: average signal enhancement (at ǫs = 0.96) and efficiency (at
ǫs
ǫb
= 1000) as a function
of total calorimeter depth for different channel configurations. A trendline is shown to guide the
eye.
Figure 15: average signal enhancement (at ǫs = 0.96) and efficiency (at
ǫs
ǫb
= 1000) as a function
of depth per channel for different total calorimeter depths. A trendline is shown to guide the eye.
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